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NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED – for public release Agenda Item No. 

JOINT INDEPENDENT AUDIT COMMITTEE 
October 2023 

SUBJECT Strategic Risk Management Report 

REPORT BY DCC Cooper 
CONTACT OFFICER Nicole Huckerby 

Nicole.Huckerby@notts.police.uk 
SUMMARY AND PURPOSE OF REPORT 

The purpose of this report is to provide the Joint Independent Audit Committee (JIAC) with 
an update regarding strategic risk management across the Force.  

RECOMMENDATION 
1. It is recommended that JIAC notes the Force’s current

strategic risk register (appendix 1) and the mitigation that
the Force has put in place for each risk.

2. It is recommended that JIAC notes the accompanying
appendix (appendix 2), which outlines more in-depth
explanations of the mitigation in place in relation to the
Force’s high-level strategic risk.

A. SUPPORTING INFORMATION

The Force’s strategic risk management process was established in Autumn 2022 and
the strategic risk register is presented to the Force Executive Board every 3 months.
This process provides a formal governance approach to strategic risk, ensuring that
all senior managers are involved in discussions regarding strategic risk.

Corporate Development have met with departmental heads to review their risk
registers as well as to brief them on the new risk management process. This process
continues during 2023 with a focus on ensuring that risks are appropriately assessed,
as well as some training on risk management in general. This will be supported with
a refresh of the Force’s Risk Management intranet page. There is also an ongoing
review of the Force’s Risk Management Strategy and Procedure, updates will be
shared when the review is complete and approved.

Mazars carried out a follow up audit for Risk Management in March 2023. Their report
was received in April, and we were given a rating of ‘significant assurance’. Some of
the report comments include.

• Responsibilities relating to risk management are clearly defined in the Joint
Corporate Risk Management Policy.
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• Risks can be identified to members of each department’s SMT, with these being 
reported to the Risk Working Group by Chief Superintendents and Heads of 
Departments. 

 
• Potential and identified Strategic Risks are escalated to the Strategic Risk Board, 

chaired by the DCC, for review and approval for addition to the Strategic Risk 
Register. 

 
• Risk registers are maintained for departments and thematic areas using the JCAD 

system by risk register owners (i.e., Heads of Departments and Chief 
Superintendents). 

 
 The audit identified the following two recommendations to provide scope for 
 improving the control environment for audit: 

 
 The Force and OPCC should ensure that risk registers reporting to governance 

 bodies includes target scores for risks, to ensure appropriate scrutiny of planned 
 future controls.  

 
Force response: JCAD includes a ‘target score’ section and this has been included     
in all risk review meetings, this section is reviewed alongside Inherent and Residual 
risk scoring. This ensures a clear target score is detailed so mitigations can be aligned 
with the goal of achieving the needed target score.  

 
The Force and OPCC should ensure that risk register reviews include confirming that 
all necessary fields have been completed for all risks and that appropriate current 
controls are in place to support the residual risk score. 
 

 Force response: The Risk and BC Officer will continue to review all risk registers 
 and make any necessary amendments. All sections are to be populated in line with 
the expected scoring, and this is managed through the regular risk meetings held with 
risk register owners.  

 
The Force and the OPCC previously agreed a joint policy for the management of risk, 
in line with the Cabinet Office approved Management of Risk (M_o_R) approach.  

 
 Risk Grading Criteria  
 
 The strategic risk register identifies the key strategic risks to the force. This document 
 is constantly being reviewed through the new governance process. However, in the 
 main, these risks represent long-term issues and typically remain on the register for 
 long periods.  
 
 All risks are scored on an ascending scale of 1-4 in terms of impact and likelihood. 
 Multiplication of these 2 figures leads to a Risk Score, which is expressed as a 
 Red/Amber/Yellow/Green rating. 
 

Im
pa

ct
 Very High 4 8 12 16 

High 3 6 9 12 
Medium 2 4 6 8 
Low 1 2 3 4 
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 Low Medium High Very 
High 

Probability 
 Risk Control 

 
Once a risk has been analysed and scored, a basic risk strategy is determined by 

 the Responsible Officer. The chosen strategy falls into one of the following four 
 categories below.  

 
• Treat – Take action to reduce the probability or mitigate the impact of the risk. 
• Tolerate – Accept the risk and take no further action currently. 
• Transfer – Make someone else responsible for the risk, such as through 

contracting out, a service level agreement, or an insurance policy. 
• Closed – Withdraw from the activity that is at risk. 
 
 If the chosen risk strategy is to treat the risk, then consideration is given to the risk 
controls that already exist and those which would need to be put in place to reduce 
the probability of the risk occurring or mitigate its impact should it occur. 
 

B. FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 

There are no direct financial implications because of this report. Financial implications 
because of each risk will be assessed and managed on an individual basis. 
 

C. LEGAL AND HUMAN RIGHTS CONSIDERATIONS 
 

Where potential changes in legislation or other legal considerations represent a 
significant threat or opportunity for the Force or the NOPCC these are 
 evaluated and managed in line with the Risk Management Policy. 
 

D. PERSONNEL, EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES AND DIVERSITY ISSUES  
(Including any impact or issues relating to Children and Young People) 

 
Providing professional advice on risk management is the responsibility of the 
Corporate Development team. General responsibility for managing risk forms an    
integral part of the job descriptions of individuals throughout the Force.  

 
E. REVIEW ARRANGEMENTS 
 

The Committee are advised of progress in relation to risk management at each 
meeting.  

 
F. RISK MANAGEMENT 
 

Risks are detailed as appropriate within appendices to this report. 
 

G. PUBLIC ACCESS TO INFORMATION 
 

Information in this report along with any supporting material is subject to the Freedom 
of Information Act 2000 and other legislation. 
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Risk ID Risk Risk Description Inherent Risk 
Score

Risk Owner Controls Residual Risk Score Further Actions / Notes Target 
Risk

P I RS P I RS

FSR00
15

IS infrastructure The IS infrastructure across the organisation 
is being carefully observed as a result of a 
number of system failures over recent 
months. 
Outages and service disruption have become 
more frequent for CM end users.

A full record of all issues are logged and kept 
up-to-date. On occasions, technology failure 
has resulted in business continuity plans 
being stood up in order to continue to provide 
service delivery to our communities and 
victims of crime. The longest outage was 36 
hours with no command and control or 
incoming calls via SAFE (81 service requests 
at present with 10 identified as major since 
March 2022).The recent CM technological 
innovations have supported the BCP in 
respect of live chat, call-backs and SOH. 
However, the frequency of failures in 
technology, including SAFE command and 
control, SKYPE incoming calls, CISCO and 
Airwave, appear far in excess of other forces 
using the same technological platforms as 
us, and potentially highlight infrastructure 
deficiencies of which must be resolved in 
order for us to effectively service incoming 
demand. 

A final report is in Force, and is being 
reviewed to arrange appropriate mitigation. 

4 4 16 DCC 
Cooper

.
• Corporate Services have 

placed additional resource in to 
fully understand the issues and 
support a long term strategic 
remedy.

• CM and enablers are working 
closely with service providers 
including SAAB, SJS and BT.

• The recent CM technological 
innovations have supported 
the BCP in respect of live chat, 
call-backs and SOH.

• Scoping document for 
technical infrastructure review 
has been prepared and will be 
circulated with SAAB.

• The risk is reported to the 
Strategic Risk meeting.

• The risk is reported to FEB and 
to JIAC. 

• Chief Supt – Corporate 
Services chairs regular 
‘Technical Infrastructure 
Review’ meetings

4 3 12 • Final Report has been 
received in Force, and the 
content is being reviewed 
allowing for better mitigation 
prospects imminently

• From the report, there were 
thirty-eight 
recommendations, of which 
6 are complete, 3 are live in 
the pre-production and 
being tested before being 
made live,10 are being 
scheduled, 2 are waiting for 
external specialist resource, 
4 are in progress but not 
complete, 9 are in awaiting 
publication and 4 are still 
being discussed. 

• A meeting with SAAB and 
senior stakeholders from 
both SAAB and Notts Police 
has been scheduled for 16th 
October.

• Some work is taking longer 
as resources have had to be 
prioritised to focus on the 
upgrade and the local work 
for the National DCS project

• Plans to rescore this risk 
post-report. 
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Risk ID Risk Risk Description Inherent Risk 
Score

Risk Owner Controls Residual Risk 
Score

Further Actions / Notes Target 
Risk

P I RS P I RS

FSR00
17

Having an insufficient 
number of qualified 
detectives.

Specific issue in 
Major Crime. 

The recruitment and retention of 
the appropriate number of 
detectives is a national issue for 
all forces which could result in 
inexperienced officers 
investigating serious crimes. It 
could also lead to significant 
pressure for those existing 
detectives and an inadequate 
level of service for victims of 
crime. This is a specific issue for 
Major Crime. 

Concerns that moving 
inexperienced staff into these 
areas add additional workload to 
experienced staff. Potentially 
causing extra pressure due to 
training requirements.

4 3 12 ACC Griffin • Candidates sought from local 
universities for the graduate 
investigator scheme.

• Fast track to DC.

• Major Crime have brought in a 
PiP3 member of staff from the 
region to oversee one of the 
more difficult cases. 

• Mentor in place to provide 
support and guidance for new 
staff. 

• Recruitment plan for officers in 
23/24 specifically focuses on 
Detective recruitment 
programmes.

• Police Pass purchased to assist 
in NIE examination rates 
increasing.

• TVP utilised to support 
retention in critical roles.

• Op Consolidation utilised (x5) to 
increase officer knowledge and 
awareness of PIP roles. The 
Chief Constable has agreed a 
new attachments process for all 
recruits at their week 90. They 
will have a mandatory six 
month attachment within 
investigations or 
neighbourhoods. 

3 2 6 • The risk will be reported to 
the Strategic Risk meeting.

• The risk will continue to be 
reported to FEB and to 
JIAC.

• Training courses planned 
for the new DS’ and plans 
to upskill them in the next 6 
months. 

• Attachments process 
beginning in September to 
support areas of greatest 
risk.

• Review Op Consolidate 
data to establish progress 
to increase number of 
detectives. 

• Detective Development and 
Resilience Programme –
Action Plan
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												Detective Development and Resilience Program - Action Plan



												Themes



												1. Recrutiment

												2. NIE exam

												3. PIP2 Course

												4. Tutorship

												5. Portolio Accreditation

												6. CPD

												7. Well Being

												8. Intranet References



				1. Recruitment

								THEME		REF.		ACTION		TASKS		UPDATES		OWNER

								1. Recruitment		1.1		PIP2 website		To provided a useful and accesssible library of guides/documents and tools for PIP2 depts.  		Sep 2021.      meeting arranged 22.9.21 with AG and SW to commence governance of this webpage                                                                                                                                                   UPDATE: Feb 23 Steve Wragg is currently off work - requires reallocation.                                            May 2023 - allocated to Ed Cook to set up Teams channel / Sharepint to replace website		DI Cook

								1. Recruitment		1.2		Fear of specialist departments / lack of knowledge		Provide inputs into core policing course by specialist teams		Core policing program has inputs from from Public Protection in the safeguarding week including the Head of PP (introduction to PP and vulnerbaility) - safegurarding adults - sexual offences - CSE -FGM/HBA - safegurading children - stalking and domestic abuse inputs. Inputs from Organsied Crime include Modern lsavery/county lines, OCGs and covert operations.                                             Apr 2023 Programme of careers fairs arranged to share understanding of specialist teams.  To date SOC / EMSOU fair held that has boosted recruitment. Sept 2023 CSE event to be held.		DI Cook with Heads of Dept

								1. Recruitment		1.3		Attachments to reduce fear of specialist departments and improve intial investigations		re-introduce attachments to CID / PP as part of SOLAP.		UPDATE Feb 23. An attachments paper has been drawn up for FEB to consider re systematic attachements of new recruits into departments including CID/PP/NPT. These will be 6 months in year 3 of their service (post SOLAP).   UPDATE: JUL 23 Attachments are now being formally roled out to staff with less than 18 months service, to provide an insigt into investigator roles and to upskill our inexperienced workforce. PIP2 attachments are 6 months, first cohort of 28 staff have been posted between CID and PP. If both investigator and department would like them to stay after 6 months this can be agreed between Head of Local Policing and Head of Crime providing another internal entry route into PIP2.		Jon Foy

								1. Recruitment		1.4		Bridging Course for CID and Public Protection		To provide recruits from uniform dpts (and transferees) a one week long training input when they arrive onto the dept, to provide a bridge of knowledge prior to their NIE and PIP2 course		Sept 2021.          PP bridging course been in operation since 2020. New CID bridging course began inception in July 2021 with focus group. Fist course (of 12) is 20/9/21 with Di NickHall/Ds L Bradford/Ds J Kerry and Ds J Price leading the project                                                                                                                                                                      UPDATE: FEB 23. ACC Griffin has agreed the strategy that either these induction courses will be systematic OR the candidates attend their PIP2 course at the immediate commencement of their new PIP2 department. Awaiting decision fro FEB re attachments program before implemntation.                                                             UPDATE AUG 23. Force will deliver the PIP2 traning programme before investigators are posted operationally to PIP2 roles. Therefore providing training and support, including earlier allocation of a PIP 2 tutor to new investigators. Approved by College of Policing		Andy Gowan / Jamie Moore (PP) / Nick Hall + D Johnston (CID)

								1. Recruitment		1.5		Increase recruitment through diverse entry routes		Assign programme manager and recritment calendar		Introduction of new external FTDC programme and redesign of internal FTDC and Graduate Investigator programme. UPDATE MAY 23 Introduction of new external FTDC programme which requires a Level 3 qualification or suitable work experience providing wider access to investigator roles to all. Recruitment campaign completed (see below 1.6) for two external FTDC cohorts, internal FTDC cohort and a Graduate Investigator cohort. This has seen 66 FTDC's recruited and to start by Jan 24 and 15 GI's Aug 23. 		Claire Salter  / DI Cook

								1, Recruitment		1.6		Increase recruitment through diverse entry routes		To promote new and existing entry routes through planned recruitment campaigns.		Feb 23 - Working with talent aquisistions staff, local education establishments (including University of Nottingham, NTU, local Colleges) and key stakeholders from underrepresented backgrounds.                                                                                 April 23 Job fairs at local Univeristies and promotion through underepresented networks.                                                                            UPDATE Sep 23 - Recruitment has seen 67% of all new investigators recruited through our last three external entry programmes from under represented groups		DI Cook

								1. Recruitment		1.7		Increase recruitment and relations through our local educational establishments		Graduates are a key recruitment group (especially with our Graduate Investor programme) to promote the Police as a viable career option post graduation. Create new and improved relations regarding graduate recruitment.		April 23 - NTU job fair to promote new external FTDC programme. This receruitment saw over 200 applications.                                                                                             Aug 23 Formal meeting with Univeristy colleagues at Force HQ including meet and greet, tour of our new JHQ facility. Meeting agreed how we can work together, planned events and improve recruitment.                                                                                            Oct 23 "Spotlight on Police event successful career path story" Specific event that will have one of our new FTDC investigators talking to students about their journey who joined Nottinghamshire Police as a graduate from Univeristy of Nottingham as a Graduate Investigator and is just starting as a FTDC.                                                                             Nov 23 "Spotlight on Police event" Police to attend from Investigator (and PIP1) to promote career paths.                       Dec 23 A new event being designed through DI Cook and University to do an "interactive case scenario" for students.                                                                                                                                                                                                      TBC Notts Police to hold a career fair in JHQ for students who want to consider a career as a PIP2 Investigator. Have stalls from each department CID, PP, SOC, MCU etc to inform students what possibilties there are.		DI Cook

								1. Recruitment		1.8		Increase recruitment through diverse entry routes		Redesign Graduate Investigator programme and FTDC programme (internal)		Oct 22 - GI programme required redesign to ensure our GI's are getting as much support as possible from the Force. Identified that current programme had five placements including training in a 18 month programme. Staff were passing through multiple teams and supervisors with high workloads. DEC 22 Redesign of new GI programme which places GI's to PHT, PIP2 Volume Crime (either CID or PP) and then PIP2 placement (CID or PP). This means spending longer period of times in certain areas to enhance support and development of GI'S. UPDATE - Introduction of a dedicated PIP1 PDO to support GI PIP1 portfolios meaning an independent qualified assesor will oversee and sign portfolios providing a more transparent and consistent approach.                            JUL 23 Redesign of a new Force PIP1 Investigator course with learning outcomes aligned with Force needs and C of P. Meaning all PIP1 PSI/GI's get one consistent training programme.                                                                         AUG 23 PIP1 portfolio aligned with FOC (SOLAP) learning outcomes so RPL can be utilised for GI's who progress onto the internal FTDC programme, enhancing their development and removing repetition in learning outcomes in a short period of time.                                                                                                                                                              FTDC PROGRAMME UPDATE - listening to feedback from previous FTDC's and peers, the FOC / PIP1 portfolio learning outcomes have been aligned. Also the time spent in Local response has been extended to allow FTDC to gain a better foundation and experience as a PIP 1 Police Officer before moving onto PIP 2 and allowing them more time to gain evidence for their FOC preventing subsequent abstractions when they move to PIP2 back to PIP1 to obtain outstanding learning outcomes. AUG 23 D/Insp for FTDC programme to formalise a meeting schedule with PIP1 PDO Sgts to ensure PIP1 competencies are focused on whilst on Response, to monitor ongoing performance, early identification of any possible performance issues but also talent spot highly performing individuals.		DI Cook



				2. NIE exam

								THEME		REF.		ACTION		Tasks		Updates		OWNER

								2. NIE exam		2.1		Updated policy re NIE process		To ensure correct support, direction and scrutiny  for NIE and porfolio accrediation		NIE policy updated in 2020 with clear direction re this process PD.                                                       May 2023 policy being revised 		CS L Scurr/DI Cook

								2. NIE exam		2.2		Improve success rate of NIE examination.		To provide support in successful completion of NIE exam as a consequence of diverse entry routes.		Sept 2021           All new staff undertaking thier NIE registration are provided the following support opportunites                                                                                                                                             FEB 23 New support package introduced to support trainee investigators pass the NIE.                                                1. 40 hrs study leave.                                                                                                                                                                              2. Force provide Gold PolicePass package for each student (6 months access) which is a blended learning package to support inclusive learning for all. This includes digital platform, study club, crammer course, revision books (hard copy) and study timetable.                                                                                                                                           3. Digital Blackstones on line  including questions sets  provided.                                                                                                           4. Study Club locally delivered for an in person learning support option                                                                              5. New NIE induction day delivered by D/Insp, Police pass input, previous NIE pass student Q&A and Wellbeing input.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             6, New NIE force policy with D/Insp having direct responsibility for managing and overseeing NIE.                                                                                      MAY 2023 - Force previously averaging 50% pass rate. November 22 and March 23 NIE saw the Force obtain 75 and 90% pass rate.		DI Cook 

								2. NIE exam		2.3		 NIE exam to be sat after PIP 2 course and  tutorship 		Conform with CoP this is acceptable 		May 2023 'Approved by HoC and College  - Policy with JNCC for consultation UPDATE - JAN 24 will see the delivery of the PIP2 training programme for new investigators before posted operationally to a PIP 2 role. This provides atraining and support straight away and earlier access to a PIP2 tutor. They will then complete their PIP2 qualification supported with a dedicated PIP2 PDO, aimed to be completed within 9 months. In this period staff will complete their NIE with the Forces new support package to confirm them as a qualfiied PIP2.		CS L Scurr





				3. PIP2 Course

								THEME		REF.		ACTION		TASKS		UPDATES		OWNER

								3. PIP2 Course		3.1		PIP2 trainers		Ensure PIP2 course is provided by accredited trainers		Sep 21.       All trainers are PIP2 accrediated and need to ensure they maitain their credibility through CPD into a PIP2 dept. In terms of training L4 qualification, JD is accrediated (although historic) CT and MB are towards the end of their accrediation, ED is assigned but yet to make good progress. SEP 23 UPDATE 2 x Crime trainers working towards DET (Level 5) and near completion. Other Crime Trainers working towards CET (Level 4).		Crime Training Manager

								3. PIP2 Course		3.2		PIP course content		To evaluate and develop PIP2 course content in line with COP guidelines		Sept 21.       PIP2 course re-designed in Spring 2021 (aligned to COP). To be re-viewed Autumn 2021.		Crime Training Manager / Andy Gowan

								3. PIP2 Course		3.3		PIP2 course availability		Ensure there are sufficient PIP2 training provision for the force		Sept 2021.      The Crime Training dept has been increased to 4 crime trainers plus manager to provide 72 PIP2 training placements per year alongside other training provision (eg VRI, graduate investigators, tutor courses, ABE refreshers etc).                                                                                                                                                                          JAN 23 Another Crime trainer recruited taking the team to 5 x Crime trainers                                                               Sept 2022 DI seconded to Crime Training. Team leader role remains vacant and requires recruitment.		DI Cook

								3. PIP2 Course		3.4		PIP2 course delivery		To deliver new PIP2 delivery programme		UPDATE AUG 23 - as per previous updates C of P agreed new delivery of PIP2 training course at the start of a new investigators career. Delivery of first course JAN 24.		DI Cook

								4





				4. Tutorship

								THEME		REF.		ACTION		TASKS		UPDATES		OWNER

								4. Tutorship		4.1		Tutorship process		To provde clear direction of length and expectation of tutorship period, alonsde support from PDO cadre		summer 2021.    New process introduced with 10 week dedicated tutorship following their PIP2 course. This period is supported by the PDOs who then continue the candidate support after tutorship ends.                                                                                                                                                   July 2022  PDO Cadre fully staffed 		DI Ed Cook

								4. Tutorship		4.2		PDO support		To provide and clear PDO support system to the tutor phase and subsequent PIP2 accrediation 		Summer 2021.    New process introduced with 2 FTE PDOs recruited t provide guidance and assessing capability for our PIP2 candidates. They are expected to make contact with the candidate and tutor during their tutorship and then be the point of contact for advice and assessment post-tutorship until portfolio sign off. The aspiration is a 6 month sign off period.                                                                                                                                                                                                        update: Feb 23. all PDOs are embedded and assessor trained. IQA process in force, in place. Standardisation meetings held by Andy Gowan (IQA and lead for PIP2 portfolios)                              July 2022 PDO increase to 3 x FTE 		DI Ed Cook

								4. Tutorship		4.3		Tutor support		ensure there are sufficient tutors and they receive current training and recognition.		July 2022 - Agreement for 6 FTE X  Super tutors TVP payment  within PP DA teams                         UPDATE Feb 23. ACC Grifin to explore the annual leave and financial incentives that could be offerred to PIP2 tutors, to assist the recruitment/retention of PIP2 tutors.                                                                                          Aug 2023 CS Scurr to take TVP options to Sept 2023 FEB		CS Scurr

								4. Tutorship		4.4		Tutors CPD		To provide ongoing support and guidance		Tutors courses are provided by LnD alongside refesher courses.		Crime Training Manager







				5. Portfolio Accrediation

								THEME		REF.		ACTION		TASKS		UPDATES		OWNER

								5. Portolio Accrediation		5.1		Portfolio structure		Provide a clear structure of porfolio accrediation via PDOs'/assessors and IQA cadre		Sept 21.       There is now planned a cadre of 5 PIP2 IQA for portfolio sign off, coordinated by AG. There are 3 PDO's, who will coordinate submission of portfolios to these IQAs                                                                                                                         update Feb 23. all in place and using digital portfolio system with secured shared drive.		Andy Gowan

								5. Portolio Accrediation		5.2		Standardisation		Ensure a standardised portfolio system is in operation and under governance of the force standardisation meeting chaired by an IQA.		Sept 21. First standardisation meeting is arranged for end of Sep 2021. Chair CH.                                                                          UPDATE: standardisation meetings continued and last took place on 13.9.22.                                                                                 UPDATE : meeting 9.2.23.  Update meeting 20.7.23		Andy Gowan

								5. Portolio Accrediation		5.3		Portfolio process		Provide clear direction and guidance regarding support, expectation for completion of portfolio.		Sept 21.       The newly installed PIP2 PDOs have been designing the standardisation process for portfolio assessment. Coms have been sent to all staff over new process by AG.                                                                                                                          UPDATE: Feb 23. IQA are now in force for PIP2 accreditation inclduing Andy Gowan, Kaz Smithson, Steve Wragg, Jo Dodders.		DI Cook 

								6. SCAIDP		5.4		Scrutiny of accreditation		Ensure all staff on CAIU and SEIU are SCAIDP accredited		Meeting held (chaired by ACC Griffin) on 13/3/23 to discuss compliance with SCAIDP and SSAIDP. All agreed that this needed focus and Head of PP to work with AG to deliver this.     April 23. Di Cook to lead on allocation of SCAIDP corses. Currently all sCAIU taff have attended a SCAIDP course. Portfolio completion requires focus. AG/DI Routledge to deliver focus briefing to staff on 21.4.23    UPADTE Briefing completed on 21.4.23. Target date fro completion in end of 2023 fo legacy candidates (ie people who have elapsed their 1 year time period for completion - otherwise it is 1 yr from SCAIDP course date).       UPDATE: June 23. Assessments started and progressing well. Expected end of assessment Sept 23   UPDATE:  Aug 23.  15 officers have now completed SCAIDP portfolios and registered with CoP. 6 others nearly complete. Amber and ICE are next focus.		Head of PP / Crime Mentor

								7. SSAIDP		5.5		Scrutiny of accreditation		Ensure all staff on RASSO are SSAIDP accredited		Meeting held (chaired by ACC Griffin) on 13/3/23 t discuss compliance with SCAIDP and SSAIDP. All agreed that this needed focus and Head of PP to work with AG to deliver this. 3.4.23    AG has made contact with CoP (Sharon Stratton) and Op Bluestone/Soteria (Ali Winn/Sam Blanchflower) seeking clarification re timescales for the new SSAIDP and the target audience for RISDP. AG/Head of PP have viewed the Dr Tidmarsh masterclass videos for suitbaility.   UPDATE 21.4.23. Decisison made that RISP is unavailable as an adopter force, SSAIDP is expected Oct 23. Notts will roll out Dr Tidmarsh's master claasess via faciltated viewing in June-July 23 followed by SCADIP. CPS/Courts needs engagement in the whole story approach (as it affect VRI timescales)                    update 9.5.23 Meeting bet AG/EC and Liam Nason (regional trianing crime lead) where we asked for plan to deliver SSAIDP early 24.          Update June 23. Program to delievr Dr Tidmarsh's master claasess has started Mon 18.6.23 and due to be completed for ALL PP staff is Aug 23, facilitated by Notts Crime Training.                    UPDATE: Aug 23. All Adults and AMber on PP staff have receved the 5 Tidmarsh Masterclass input facilitated face-to-face by Crime Training.     Update 9.8.23 Letter recive from CoP explaining delay in release of SSAID to APril 24. Meeting held on 9.8.23 chaired by ACC Griffin to re-assess postition and deisions made on 13.3.23.   Decisions made to include a change of decision re RISDP.  RSIDP 1-4 to be delivered to all new recruits from APr 24. STOs to recieve RISP 1-4 asap. Full RISDP to be delivered to inexperienced PP staff.  Crime Trainers have already completed RSIDP 'train a trainer'.   		Head of PP / Crime Mentor





				6. Continuing Professional Development

								THEME		REF.		ACTION		TASKS		UPDATES		OWNER

								6. CPD		6.1		CPD for departments		Provide regular CPD training events bespoke to Local CID andf Public Protection		Sept 2021.  Both Public Protection and Local CID have its bespoke trianing days for all staff (warranted and police staff) which takes place every 6 months.                  UPDATE Feb 23. ACC Grffin has agreed strategy for PP/PP/SOC to deliver 6 monthly CPD events fro their dept.    PP held its latest event in Feb 2023. CID have their next event arranged for Mar 5th and 12th 2023.   PP next training day 10th/14th July 23.      update EMSOU training day planned for 26.9.23           Update: May 23. Local CID completed their CPD conference 5th/12th May. Agenda included dealing with trauma (external speaker) POCA, maximising 365, drug experts.          Update: Next Local CID CPD event 12th/20th Oct - agenda includes IOM changes/NICE invetsigates/red-green charging/OPT/Coronoial input (external speaker)        Next Forcewide Detective Conference (5 events for all DCs/Ds/staff) scheduled for 15-22 Nov 23.		Andy Gowan / Jamie Moore (PP) / Nick Hall (CID)

								6. CPD		6.2		CPD for SIOs		provide regualr CPS for SIOs via the DI forum		Meeting held on 29/9/21 where it was agreed to reinvigorate the DI forum and to include DCIs and DSgts.  AG and KS to meet to progress.                                                                                                                                                                                      UPDATE: SIO CPD took place on 25.3.22. Agenda Coroner/Child death/Telematics/Leesons learnt from reviews and covert tacics available to SIOs           UPDATE: SIO event to take place on 2.3.23. Agenda includes policy writing/Freign national offender investigation/ PIP/ IIOPC and Crime In Action                                                                                                                                                                                         		Andy Gowan

								6. CPD		6.3		CPD for force wide detectives		Provide regular CPD with generic subject matters		Update Sept 21. Meeting to be organised by AG with Supt and Csupt re CPD events for force wide detectives.   UPDATE: Meeting held on 30/9/21 and agreed for yearly CPD event for all detectives.                                                                                                                                 UPDATE: force wide Detective Conference took place on 5 dates in Novemeber 2022.  Agenda included disclosure / suspect management / Cell siting / Didital strategies                                                                  update: next conference booked for 5 days in Nov 2023 (15-22 Nov 23.)		Andy Gowan

								6. CPD		6.3		CPD for force wide detectives		Provide regular CPD with continued subject matters which are centric to PIP2 investiation namely disclosure, files and digital		Update Feb 23. ACC Griffin has agreed the following. Disclosure to be led by out Disclosure Cooridnator (DCI Binns/N Feavyour). Files again by DCI Binns through her ERT training plan. Digital to be considered for each Force Detecive Conference.                                                       UPDATE: Feb 23. DCI provided Disclosure action plan including CPD for disclosure and also the program for ERT providing file standrads inputs across the force.       April 23. DCI Binns has pledged that the disclosure coordinator (N Feayvour) is to update force on disclosure changes (first being SDC removal - delivered on 3.4.23). DCI Binns also provided the schedule of file standard training input to individual teams.      		Andy Gowan

								7. CPD		6.4		CPD for SCAIDP		Maintain SCAIDP by ensuring yearly CPD		April 23. From DI Routledge, SCAIDP officers are assigned CPD via the NSCP training days (3 per year) alongside PP training days (6 monthly)		DI Routledge

								7. CPD		6.5		CPD for CDO trained officers		Maintain CDO competency 		FEB 23. Force has designed and delivered a Communications Data Officer (TLO) training course to provide training and support for staff around communications data. This is a 3 day course delivered by qualified staff. To support staff after they are trained in this challenging area of policing the Force provides a CDO CPD day for staff to provide inputs from SME's, updates in this fast paced changing line of work with technologies and best practise. Delivered to 60 staff by DS Pollard / DI Cook		DI Cook

								7. CPD		6.6		CPD in preparation for the delivery of RISDP / SSAIDP		Operation Soteria Bluestone delivery		JUL 23 - delivery to all RaSSO staff of the Op Soteria Bluestone Prof Tidmarsh videos. Training sessions delivered by Crime training in five in person training sessions.		DSupt Todd 





				7. Well Being

								THEME		REF.		ACTION		TASKS		UPDATES		OWNER

								7. Well Being		7.1		Identify barriers to recruitment		Survey and DCC roadshow		Survey and roadshow completed.  You said we did feedback provided. Bonus payments to hard to fill posts implemented.  Shift allowance compensated to those on attachment to hard to fill posts.		CS Scurr

								7. Well Being		7.2		Invest in invesitgator well being		Re Launch investigator toolkit  		Nov 2022 - Investigator week of action and support for investigators to attend events and webinars in duty time.      Update may 23. TRIM/wellbeing and dealing with trauma (external speaker) agenda item for Local CID Conference on 5th/12th May 23.		CS Scurr

								7. Well Being		7.3		Improve capaciy of investigators 		Full engagement with NPCC disclosue portfolio and Stategic JOIM 		ongoing - Full feedback provided to disclosure portfolio to influence a review of DGQ specifically redaction.		CS Scurr

								7. Well Being		7.4		Analyse workload and link  sickness rates 		Review establishments with high vacancy rate and sickness rate.		Oct 2022 4 x DA teams established into PP .  Recruitment to MOSOVO, POLIT AND SEIU. Recruitment completed to fill vacancies.  June 2023 Recruitment drive to fully establish county lines team. Aug 2023 recruitment direct to SOC and EMSOU SOC with undertaking to complete PIP2 accrediation. 		Head of PP and Head of SOC 

								7. Well Being		7.5		Reward and recognition for investigators 				ongoing - investigator of the month                                                                                                              Aug 2023 Review categories for bonus payments and categories for awards 		DI Cook 

								7. Well Being		7.6		Ensure wellbeing is central to training events		In addition to the forcewide initiatives, wellbeing to be integrated into the agenda plannig of CPD events		Feb 23. Wellbeing is on the agend afor the Local CID CPD in May 23. Input ffrom Ben Pearson (re incident and cumulative trauma) alongside local nput for support services available to staff. 		Andy Gowan/PP Head/DCI CID

								7. Well Being		7.7		Review wellbeing offer in light of Op Hendrix				    

								7. Well Being		7.8		Review of Force PIP2 Wellbeing 		To relaunch a Force PIP2 Investigator Toolkit and wellbeing programme		JUL 23 - DI Cook and Welllbeing team discuss possible options for PIP2 Welllbeing programme. Previously work had been completed but revamp / relaunch required. Discusison around signposting to National Investigator Wellbeing Toolkit and also creating our own programme in Force. Signposting approach to wellbeing networks, support programmes, TRiM promotion for certain traumatic situations where PIP2 staff have been exposed to, consider offering work based assessment for all new investigators to support staff with high volumes of written work and early access before entering the NIE for any reasonable adjustments.







				8. Intranet References

								THEME		REF.		ACTION		TASKS		UPDATES		OWNER

								8. Intranet References		8.10		PIP2 website		To provided a useful and accesssible library of guides/documents and tools for PIP2 depts.  		Sep 2021.      meeting arranged 22.9.21 with AG and SW to commence governance of this webpage.                                          UPDATE: Feb 23 Steve Wragg is currently off work - requires reallocation                                             May 2023- To be complemented , replaced by Team channel and sharepoint.  Under development - Owned by Ed Cook           AUG 23 PIP2 Teams channel chat created with a view to share news, updates, vacancies, training opportunities, sharing of best practise and new policies.		DI Cook
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Risk ID Risk Risk Description Inherent Risk 
Score

Risk Owner Controls Residual Risk Score Further Actions / Notes Target 
Risk

P I RS P I RS

FSR00
10

Loss of confidence 
and trust by 
communities in  
Nottinghamshire due 
to the murders of 
women in public open 
spaces nationally and 
other high profile 
issues resulting to 
police officer 
misconduct.

The murders of women in public 
open spaces nationally, 
including an offence perpetrated 
by a serving Police Officer, have 
contributed to a loss of 
confidence in the police service 
and heightened fear amongst 
women and some communities 
in Nottinghamshire. These 
feelings have been compounded 
by further breaches of trust and 
professional standards by 
serving officers across UK 
policing, many of which are 
highlighted in the Baroness 
Casey Review. 

3 4 12 DCC 
Cooper 

• Training package encouraging 
officers and staff to take action 
and identify behaviour that is 
concerning. 

• Implementation of 
Government’s Violence against 
Women and Girls Strategy and 
Action Plan. 

• Community engagement.

• Referrals into PSD.

• The risk is reported to the 
Strategic Risk meeting.

• The risk is reported to FEB and 
to JIAC.

• We are following the latest 
NPCC/CoP guidance in relation 
to the further vetting of staff.

• Call it Out campaign.

• Police Race Action Plan Gold 
group chaired by the DCC.

• OPCC Quarterly Review 
document with new strategic 
engagement approach

2 3 6 • Scoping of resources 
required to achieve what 
the Met are doing in 
relation to running all 
current employees through 
the PNC. 

• PSD completing action 
plan, looking at vetting 
issues in accordance with 
MET Police standards. 

• Chief Constable now has 
Trust & Confidence as one 
of the three Strategic 
Priorities in the Pledge.

• A new board has been 
established under Trust 
and Confidence, which 
draws together all controls 
available.

• We are delivering all 
college based policing 
training products in 
relation to Trust and 
Confidence. 

4

3

*Risk scores: P = Probability, I = Impact, RS = Risk Score
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Risk ID Risk Risk Description Inherent Risk 
Score Risk Owner

Controls Residual Risk Score Further Actions / Notes Target 
Risk

P I RS P I RS

FSR000
9

Inability to 
demonstrate the 
timely completion and 
sign off, of public 
accounts. 

2020-21 accounts have not yet 
been subject to audit. The draft 
2021/22 accounts have not yet 
been reviewed in line with the 
statutory deadline (30/09/20220). 
These are likely to be available 
by the end of the calendar year. 
The impact of this is that the force 
is unable to demonstrate 
accountability to its stakeholders 
in line with statutory 
requirements. This could result in 
reputational damage to the 
organisation. 

4 3 12 Mark 
Kimberley

• Monthly updates into FEB. 

• Quarterly reporting into JIAC. 

• COT/CFO oversight. 

• Increased number of 
resources in the Finance 
Department associated with 
the production of the final 
accounts. 

3 3 9 • The risk will be reported to 
the Strategic Risk meeting.

• The risk will be reported to 
FEB and to JIAC.

• Accounts completed and 
audit 2021 started in May 
2022. Lack of external audit 
resources means this is 
unlikely to be completed by 
the end of the financial year.

• Audit of the 2021/22 
accounts is unlikely to start 
until 2023/24.

• 09.01.23 – Reassurance 
given by CFO that 
controls/mitigation in place 
to facilitate audits. 

• September 2023 – Audit 
currently stopped to 
prioritise other areas. 

4

4

*Risk scores: P = Probability, I = Impact, RS = Risk Score
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Risk ID Risk Risk Description Inherent Risk 
Score

Risk Owner Controls Residual Risk 
Score

Further Actions / Notes Target 
Risk

P I RS P I RS

FSR00
06

Having high numbers 
of inexperienced 
officers as a result of 
Op Uplift due to their 
short length of 
service.

The recruitment of a large
number of new officers into the
force through Operation Uplift
could result in a high level of
inexperienced, young in service
officers. This could add extra
pressure and additional
workloads for existing officers
whilst these new officers work
through their training.

4 3 12 ACC 
Hooks

• Negotiated release of 
Response Officers through 
Tactical Workforce Planning.

• The Chief Constable has 
agreed a new attachments 
process for all recruits at 
their week 90. They will 
have a mandatory six month 
attachment within 
investigations or 
neighbourhoods. 

• Additional inspectors and 
sergeants were added in to 
support in line management 

• Training days to include 
areas for improvement 
identified through 
Command/Learning and 
Development

3 2 6 • The risk will be reported to 
the Strategic Risk meeting.

• The risk will be reported to 
FEB and to JIAC.

• 09.01.23 ACC Hooks 
confirmed 
Response/Demand Review 
initiated. Head People 
Services added force 
reviewing option of 
‘Rejoiner’ scheme.

• There is a report coming in 
September which will allow 
further decisions to be 
made regarding this risk. 

4

5

*Risk scores: P = Probability, I = Impact, RS = Risk Score
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Risk ID Risk Risk Description Inherent Risk 
Score

Risk Owner Controls Residual Risk Score Further Actions / Notes Target 
Risk

P I RS P I RS

6

FSR001
2

Failure to meet the 
environmental targets 
proposed under the 
Environmental Act 
2021. Failure to meet 
the government goal 
to be Carbon Zero by 
2050. 

There is a clear governmental 
directive to improve our 
environmental efficiency.  
The speed of change, along with 
increase in costs and demand, 
may make this net zero target 
hard to achieve, thereby 
potentially effecting the 
environment, finances and ability 
to operate . 

Concerns that due to lack of 
environmental officer post, there 
is not the correct skillsets within 
the department to compliant with 
environmental legislation. 

3 3 9 DCC 
Cooper 

• Solar panelling on police 
premises.

• Investment in new buildings, 
which are more energy 
efficient and less carbon 
impairing. 

• Reduction in the size of our 
estate. 

• Integrated working such as 
with the Fore Service and the 
Council.

• Risk appetite for this area is 
accepted given the Govt. 
targets are many years away.

• The risk is reported to the 
Strategic Risk meeting.

• The risk is reported to FEB 
and to JIAC.

2 3 6 • This risk has a ‘negative 
outlook.’

• The Carbon trust are 
coming in to force to review 
our work in this area via the 
Estates Department. This 
review will generate an 
action plan for the Force to 
work to.

• Chris Ackroyd is working on 
the decarbonisation of the 
fleet.

• Consultants have been 
tasked to create a roadmap 
for the Force to utilise to 
assist in meeting 
environmental goals. Force 
continue to work with Atkins 
to develop an Environmental 
Strategy.

• Estates and Facilities to 
utilise the Budget Planning 
Cycle for funding for a 
specialist Environmental 
Officer post. 

• New sustainability board 
chaired by the Chief 
Finance Officer. 

2

*Risk scores: P = Probability, I = Impact, RS = Risk Score
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Risk ID Risk Risk Description Inherent Risk 
Score

Risk Owner Controls Residual Risk Score Further Actions / Notes Target 
Risk

P I RS P I RS

FSR000
8

Loss of public trust 
and confidence and 
reputational damage 
as a result of data 
quality issues and 
crime data integrity.

The HMICFRS Integrated PEEL 
Inspection 2020/21 report graded 
the Force’s crime data integrity -
‘requires improvement.’ This 
suggested the force was under-
reporting potential crimes.  This 
could lead to a loss of trust and 
confidence and victims not 
receiving a full service.

3 2 6 DCC 
Cooper 

• Regular audits introduced for 
key crime types to ensure that 
effective governance is in 
place. 

• Outcomes of audits to be fed 
into Data Quality Board and 
appropriate remedial action 
taken to address any emerging 
issues.

• Oversight of progress on the 
PEEL AFIs by the DCC.

2 2 4 • The risk will be reported 
to the Strategic Risk 
meeting and Integrity 
Board and managed 
through the Crime Data 
Integrity Board.

• The risk will be reported 
to FEB and to JIAC.

• Force working with 
Northamptonshire in 
relation to Peer Review.

• Peer review now 
completed; results show 
improved CDI/NCRS 
compliance. This risk 
remains whilst 
anticipation of the CDI 
inspection through PEEL.

2

7

*Risk scores: P = Probability, I = Impact, RS = Risk Score
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Risk ID Risk Risk Description Inherent Risk 
Score

Risk Owner Controls Residual Risk Score Further Actions / Notes Target 
Risk

P I RS P I RS
FSR0019 Lack of available 

mental health beds, 
leading to risk of 
illegal detention
1. in Custody 
2. following S.136. 

The lack of available mental health 
beds results in detainees being 
held by police for periods in excess 
of the time legally allowed. 
The long periods of detention 
requires officers to remain/monitor 
detainees  abstracting them from 
frontline duties and reducing 
operational effectiveness.

The MH triage team have been 
instrumental in improving working 
practices and communication 
between the agencies. This has 
streamlined the escalation process.

There is a national shortage of 
mental health beds particularly for 
children and PICU.

3 4 12 ACC Hooks
Monitoring and recording bed 
availability and daily OPEL score. 

Discussions ongoing between ACC 
Hooks and Chief Executive of 
Nottinghamshire Healthcare Trust.

Ability to increase submissions to 
the S.136 suite as transition from 
custody through to escalation.

Increased scrutiny through police 
attendance at daily meeting 
regarding bed availability/flow.

Included in Phase 3 of the Right 
Care, Right Person programme 
which has National support.

Sixteen additional beds available 
through NHS funding. 

2 4 8

•National reforms being sought 
centrally for an increase in 
mental health provisions.

• Working nationally and 
locally with NHS England for a 
solution as the risk remains 
high.

•This risk sits within Contact 
Management with the Mental 
Health Lead. 

3

8

*Risk scores: P = Probability, I = Impact, RS = Risk Score
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Risk ID Risk Risk Description Inherent Risk 
Score

Risk Owner Controls Residual Risk Score Further Actions / Notes Target 
Risk

P I RS P I RS
FSR0020 Cyber Security not 

sufficient 
Cyber security is a risk across the 
organization as identified within the 
Annual SIRO report. Risk of cyber-
attacks and significant data 
breaches. 

4 4 12

• Cyber incident plan - owned by 
IS

• Cyber Plan - owned by IMU
• Training and education 

programme across the force

4 2 8

•
• Embed the plans detailed 
in the controls across the 
Force.

• Tabletop exercise planned 
with FEB & SLC.  

2

9

*Risk scores: P = Probability, I = Impact, RS = Risk Score
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Appendix 2 – Mitigation for the Force’s Highest Scoring Strategic Risks 
Controls: 

  
Risk ID 
  

  
Risk 

  
Risk Description 

  
Inherent Risk 

Score 
  

Risk Owner 

P I RS 
FSR0015 IS infrastructure The IS infrastructure across the 

organisation is being carefully observed as 
a result of a number of system failures over 
recent months.  
Outages and service disruption have 
become more frequent for CM end users. 
A full record of all issues are logged and 
kept up-to-date. On occasions, technology 
failure has resulted in business continuity 
plans being stood up in order to continue to 
provide service delivery to our communities 
and victims of crime. The longest outage 
was 36 hours with no command and control 
or incoming calls via SAFE (81 service 
requests at present with ten identified as 
major since March 2022). The recent CM 
technological innovations have supported 
the BCP in respect of live chat, call-backs 
and SOH. However, the frequency of 
failures in technology, including SAFE 
command and control, SKYPE incoming 
calls, CISCO and Airwave, appear far in 
excess of other forces using the same 
technological platforms as us, and 
potentially highlight infrastructure 
deficiencies of which must be resolved in 
order for us to effectively service incoming 
demand.  
A final report is in Force, and is being 
reviewed to arrange appropriate mitigation.  

4 4 16 DCC 
Cooper 

Controls: 
1. Quarterly updates are provided to the Force Executive Board. 
2. There is also a quarterly update report provide to the Joint Independent Audit 

Committee to provide assurance to the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner. 
3. The Deputy Chief Constable has oversight of the risk and mitigation, and the Chief 

Officer Team are regularly briefed to ensure they are kept up-to-date. 
4. Corporate Services have placed additional resource in to fully understand the issues 

and support a long-term strategic remedy. 
5. CM and enablers are working closely with service providers, including SAAB, SJS 

and BT.  
6. The recent CM technological innovations have supported the BCP in respect of live 

chat, call-backs and SOH. 



2 
 

7. Chief Supt – Corporate Services chairs regular ‘Technical Infrastructure Review’ 
meetings. 

8. Final Report has been received in Force, and the content is being reviewed allowing 
for better mitigation prospects imminently. From the report, there were thirty-eight 
recommendations of which; six are complete, three are live in the pre-production and 
being tested before being made live, ten are being scheduled, two are waiting for 
external specialist resource, four are in progress but not complete, nine are in 
awaiting publication and four are still being discussed. 

9. Scoping document for technical infrastructure review has been prepared and will be 
circulated with SAAB. 

10. A meeting with SAAB and senior stakeholders from both SAAB and Nottinghamshire 
Police has been scheduled for 16th October 2023. 
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